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A blind detective and his seeing-eye dog investigate a murder and discover a Nazi plot. Eyes in the Night (1942) - IMDb
Symphony of the Night Lyrics: I feel these needles in my skin like savage wrath / She holds me in her arms I'm drifting in the dark / This fever of my heart. Dry eye signs and symptoms in night-time workers - NCBI - NIH
Edward Arnold made the first of his two screen appearances as Bayard Kendrick's blind detective Captain Duncan Maclain in MGM's Eyes in the Night. Eyes in the Night has a Thousand Eyes by Francis William Bourdillon.
Edmund Clarence Stedman, ed. 1895. A Victorian Anthology, 1837-1895. Urban Dictionary: Night Eyes in the heart of your black eyes in the heart of your black eyes. In the heart of your black eyes, I saw the spark of your iris, illuminating our night's sleep. I imagine... Eyes in the Night (1942) - Rotten Tomatoes
Eye of Night - Wikipedia
Van Halen's blind detective Captain Duncan Maclain is visited by old friend Norma Lawry, looking for help in getting rid of one of her old beaus, who is courting Norma's 17-year-old. Night Eyes Blank Park Zoo 29 May 2017.
All dry eye symptoms were aggravated significantly after the night shift (P < 0.05). Conjunctival redness increased after the night shift (P < 0.05).
Eyes in the Night (1942) - Rotten Tomatoes
Eye of Night - Wikipedia
Symphony of the Night Lyrics: I feel these needles in my skin like savage wrath / She holds me in her arms I'm drifting in the dark / This fever of my heart...